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The War Comes Home
2009

one of the many scandals of the war in iraq is how the administration has betrayed our returning servicemen i m grateful
that the facts surrounding these tragedies are finally being exposed paul haggis academy award winning director of crash
and in the valley of elah screenwriter of flags of our fathers and letters from iwo jima a must read for those who claim to
support our troops robert g gard lt general u s army ret the treatment by the bush administration of america s returning
veterans from the wars in iraq and afghanistan is one of the saddest chapters in american history this story is painfully
documented by aaron glantz this book is a must read for anyone who wants to make the phrase support the troops more
than a slogan former us senator max cleland a fitting tribute to what these men and women fought and risked their lives
and well being for gerald nicosia author of home to war this superbly documented and eloquent book is a clarion call for
honesty compassion outrage and an end to the lies that cause so much suffering in far off countries and in our own nation
norman solomon author of war made easy how presidents and pundits keep spinning us to death aaron glantz draws on his
eyewitness experiences of reporting in iraq to bring the courage and the suffering of our troops into vivid relief the war
comes home exposes how physical and mental injuries plague our returning servicemen and what we can do about it linda
bilmes coauthor of the three trillion dollar war weep america cringe america we talk a good game about honoring all those
who go into harm s way for our sake and caring for those who get physically and psychologically broken but do we go
beyond fine words and a few gold plated flagship medical facilities are we walking the walk are we getting it right aaron
glantz is in our face on the military treatment facilities the va and civilian society at large jonathan shay md phd author of
achilles in vietnam and odysseus in america macarthur fellow aaron glantz reports on the human cost of war what it does
physically and emotionally to those young men and women who carry out industrial slaughter he rips apart the myths we
tell ourselves about war and illustrates in painful detail the dark psychological holes that those who have been through war
s trauma endure and will always endure he reminds us that the essence of war is not glory heroism and honor but death
chris hedges former new york times foreign correspondent author of war is a force that gives us meaning we should all be
reading people like greg palast and aaron glantz al kennedy the guardian uk

The Hell of War Comes Home
2018-02-09

owen w gilman jr stresses the us experience of war in the twenty first century and argues that wherever and whenever
there is war there will be imaginative responses to it especially the recent wars in afghanistan and iraq since the trauma of
september 11 the experience of americans at war has been rendered honestly and fully in a wide range of texts creative
nonfiction and journalism film poetry and fiction these responses gilman contends have packed a lot of power and measure
up even to world war ii s literature and film like few other books gilman s volume studies these new texts among them
kevin powers s debut novel the yellow birds and phil klay s short stories redeployment along with the films the hurt locker
american sniper and billy lynn s long halftime walk for perspective gilman also looks at some touchstones from the vietnam
war compared to a few of the big vietnam books and films this new material has mostly been read and watched by small
audiences and generated less discussion gilman exposes the circumstances in american culture currently preventing
literature and film of our recent wars from making a significant impact he contends that americans inclination to demand
distraction limits learning from these compelling responses to war in the past decade according to gilman where there
should be clarity and depth of knowledge we instead face misunderstanding and the anguish endured by veterans betrayed
by war and our lack of understanding

Hidden Conflict
2022-08-01

young mike dreamed of being a soldier when he joined the pennsylvania national guard during the great depression
peacetime military service seemed like a breeze one year after his discharge he was drafted into an expanding national
army that was preparing to enter the greatest conflict in human history trained as a sniper combat experience earns him a
reputation for courage under fire involvement in key battles and aeuroespecial missionsaeur win him hero status in italy
but all is lost when a military court wrongly convicts him of desertion and sentences him to life at hard labor incarcerated
in the loire disciplinary training center for military criminals he endures harsh treatment and witnesses the hanging of six
american soldiers freed by a jag review in 1945 he returns to duty in belgium where he meets irena a holocaust survivor
separated after a short affair an unusual series of events brings them together in america where their personal issues and
toxic relationship produce disturbing consequences for seven unwitting children who inherit the transgenerational effects
of hidden wounds
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Vietnamerica
1996

any child who could demonstrate american parentage if only by the simple evidence of western features would be welcome
relatives too by then the children s average age was 19

War Comes Home
2006-01-01

updated edition of jack sharkey s first novel which was released in 2002 war comes home follows one family from the
beaches of normandy in 1944 to 9 11 01

Civil War Comes Home
2012-07-24

highly recommended by dr j hindman school of education college of william mary what was it like living in a small sleepy
southern town when the war suddenly arrived on the doorstep 150 years ago th ese are the stories of residents from
various walks of life and the struggles they face as the unions peninsula campaign deploys forces to fort monroe engages
just east of williamsburg then continues on to richmond as their battle cry went for example william mary students like th
omas barlow face life changing decisions to return home or enlist with his classmates some of them would become heroes
but many more casualties slaves like w b nelson must decide as well should he remain with his master or runaway while
some remain many become contrabands and later freedmen and colored troops politicians like benjamin butler of boston
are given the rank of major general despite the lack of any military experience while general george b mcclellan who
despised president lincoln and washington politics later runs for national offi ce neither transformation is particularly
successful williamsburg residents like shopkeeper william w vest and family must decide between fl eeing as refugees or
staying like william peachy lawyer to endure federal occupation williamsburgs women like letitia tyler semple lead efforts
to improve soldier medical care opening their homes to thousands of wounded others like mary payne persevere to be at
her husbands bedside while miss margaret durfey falls in love with her patient

A Distant War Comes Home
1991-01-01

drawing upon original sources and published material a distant war comes home is a fascinating survey of the many
individual stories that linked maine with the war hundreds of miles away

4000 Bowls of Rice: A Prisoner of War Comes Home
2009-05-21

a respected historian and researcher publishers weekly a prize is waiting somewhere out there which linda holmes richly
deserves for revisiting some appalling realities in a positive way fifty years after the fact nancy steffens seaman
smithsonian magazine s board of editors a tribute to courage and determination of the men who endured it i ate the book
up and was disappointed to come to the end so fast and this hasn t happened to me in a long time otto schwarz burma
railway survivor and founder uss houston survivors association linda goetz holmes has focused on a most interesting and
somewhat neglected period of the allied pow experience the hiatus between the end of the war and the return home a
useful addition to the growing body of literature on the allied pow experience in asia tim bowden australian author and
documentary producer during the early days of world war ii cecil dickson and much of the 2 2 australian pioneer battalion
were forced to surrender to the japanese this group of pows along with captured american national guard soldiers from
texas and california and survivors from the sunk uss houston were shipped to burma and thailand to construct the
infamous railway of death immortalized in the film bridge over the river kwai 16 000 allied pows would die toiling on the
railway and those who lived endured over three years of harsh slave labor until they were released to journey home
respected military historian linda goetz holmes tells dickson s story of his experiences in japanese labor camps and his
determined plan to survive and return to a normal life amazing photographs taken secretly by other prisoners and personal
letters help chronicle this dark chapter in the history of allied troops in the pacific
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When War Comes Home
2008-03

1864 claire vallote and the citizens of washington d c wax triumphant as the once menacing southern forces are shattered
and driven south by the army of the potomac s thundering canon driven to desperation dixie turns to terror and when a
confederate bomb explodes in a washington hotel and claire loses her unborn child she vows to avenge herself on the rebel
saboteurs setting in motion events that plunge her into the heart of confederate spy operations and face to face with her
child s killer

They Were Families
2015-11-17

in surveying the literature on war and its aftermath including the literature on post traumatic stress disorder ptsd there is
virtually nothing about the families of veterans these families are the scapegoats of war their story is timeless but the
author believes the time has come to tell it the rand corporation study initiated by the national military families association
reports that military families have more emotional distress and anxiety than the general population 95 of these families feel
that others outside the military are unaware of their dilemmas they are correct the needs of the families of our veterans
are for the most part ignored in particular their children are not given the support they need to offset the toxic conditions
of war that is brought home the distress in the homes of veterans creates an epigenetic burden that is carried most heavily
by children investigations into the mechanisms of the intergenerational transmission of trauma reveal that the children of
veterans who have seen combat and who have returned from war with ptsd are more prone to violence are at a higher risk
for behavioral academic and interpersonal problems have difficulty maintaining friendships are more likely to have sensory
challenges or to be diagnosed with autism are at higher risk for depression and have difficulty concentrating knowing all
this what do we provide to take this burden off the shoulders of children and families close to nothing three simple initial
steps can begin to shed light on this shadow education resources and family centered transition this is a book devoted to
these three steps when the author discussed these steps with civilians they frequently respond in all innocence by saying
don t we already have this these three steps are so common sense so obviously needed that the assumption by people who
have not investigated this issue is that it has already been taken care of by the powers that be surely they know this but
there is no they we must be the they that voices this obvious need and advocates for its fulfillment it is a tall order but it
must be done

Father Comes Home From the Wars (Parts 1, 2 & 3)
2015-06-01

the stunning first installment of a new american odyssey set over the course of the civil war

The War Comes Home
2017-09-02

the series debut hitchcock and walker risk their lives trying to stop a suicidal suspect from killing himself and as many
others as he can hitchcock s arrest of a stranger in a bar triggers a series of murders and plots against him

The War Comes Home
2020-09-14

the series debut when vietnam vet and former boxer roger hitchcock s probationary first year as a police officer ends and
he is on his own in a patrol car his uncanny ability to foresee danger that saved the lives of himself and his fellow soldiers
is still at work as he and walker risk their lives trying to stop a drug crazed criminal from killing himself and taking as
many others with him as he can with a stolen car hitchcock s timely arrest of a mass murderer in a bar triggers a series of
murders and plots against him action intrigue and romance based on actual events

The War Comes Home
2011

based on a breathtaking range of research in british and german archives the war come home is written in an engaging
immediately accessible style and filled with rich anecdotes that are excellently told this impressive book offers a powerful
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set of insights into the lasting effects of the first world war and the different ways in which belligerent states came to
terms with the war s consequences robert moeller author of war stories the search for a usable past in the federal republic
of germany with verve compassion and above all else clarity the war come home makes the dismal story of the failed
reconstructions of disabled veterans in interwar britain and german into engaging and provocative reading cohen moves
from astute analysis of the interventions of high level bureaucrats to sensitive interpretations of how disabled veterans
wrote and talked about their lives and the treatment they received at the hands of public and private agencies she
beautifully interweaves histories from below and above showing how the two shaped but also collided with one another in
profoundly consequential ways for the history of the 20th century seth koven coeditor with sonya michel of mothers of a
new world maternalist politics and the origins of welfare states

The War Come Home
2001-10-30

when war comes home combines spiritual comfort and practical christ centered solutions for wives of combat veterans
struggling with the hidden wounds of war including post traumatic stress disorder

When War Comes Home
2008-10-16

gifted writer and reporter robert poole opens section 60 arlington national cemetery with preparations for memorial day
when thousands of families come to visit those buried in the 624 acre cemetery legions of rolling thunder motorcyclists
patrol the streets with fluttering pow flags and service members place miniature flags before each of arlington s graves
section 60 where many of those killed in iraq and afghanistan have been laid to rest alongside service members from
earlier wars is a fourteen acre plot that looms far larger in the minds and hearts of americans it represents a living
breathing community of fellow members of the military family members friends and loved ones of those who have fallen to
the new weapons of war improvised explosive devices suicide bombs and enemies who blend in with local populations
several of the newest recruits for section 60 have been brought there by suicide or post traumatic stress disorder a war
injury newly described but dating to ancient times using this section as a window into the latest wars poole recounts
stories of courage and sacrifice by fallen heroes and explores the ways in which soldiers comrades friends and families
honor and remember those lost to war carrying on with life in the aftermath of tragedy section 60 is a moving tribute to
those who have fought and died for our country and to those who love them

Section 60: Arlington National Cemetery
2014-10-21

fewer americans were captured or missing during the vietnam war than in any previous major military conflict in u s
history yet despite their small numbers american pows inspired an outpouring of concern that slowly eroded support for
the war michael j allen reveals how wartime loss transformed u s politics well before and long after the war s official end
throughout the war s last years and in the decades since allen argues the effort to recover lost warriors was as much a
means to establish responsibility for their loss as it was a search for answers about their fate though millions of americans
and vietnamese took part in that effort pow and mia families and activists dominated it insisting that the war was not over
until the last man comes home this small determined group turned the unprecedented accounting effort against those they
blamed for their suffering allen demonstrates that pow mia activism prolonged the hostility between the united states and
vietnam even as the search for the missing became the basis for closer ties between the two countries in the 1990s equally
important he explains pow mia families disdain for the antiwar left and contempt for federal authority fueled the
conservative ascendancy after 1968 mixing political cultural and diplomatic history until the last man comes home presents
the full and lasting impact of the vietnam war in ways that are both familiar and surprising

Until the Last Man Comes Home
2009-09-18

at the conclusion of world war ii americans anxiously contemplated the return to peace it was an uncertain time filled with
concerns about demobilization inflation strikes and the return of a second great depression balanced against these
challenges was the hope in a future of unparalleled opportunities for a generation raised in hard times and war one of the
remarkable untold stories of postwar america is the successful assimilation of sixteen million veterans back into civilian
society after 1945 the g i generation returned home filled with the same sense of fear and hope as most citizens at the time
their transition from conflict to normalcy is one of the greatest chapters in american history the greatest generation comes
home combines military and social history into a comprehensive narrative of the veteran s experience after world war ii it
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integrates early impressions of home in 1945 with later stories of medical recovery education work politics and
entertainment as well as moving accounts of the dislocation alienation and discomfort many faced the book includes the
experiences of not only the millions of veterans drawn from mainstream white america but also the women african
americans latinos and asian americans who served the nation perhaps most important the book also examines the legacy
bequeathed by these veterans to later generations who served in uniform on new battlefields around the world

The Greatest Generation Comes Home
2005

following the end of world war ii in asia the allied powers repatriated over six million japanese nationals from colonies and
battlefields throughout asia and deported more than a million colonial subjects from japan to their countries of origin
depicted at the time as a postwar measure related to the demobilization of defeated japanese soldiers this population
transfer was a central element in the human dismantling of the japanese empire that resonates with other post colonial and
post imperial migrations in the twentieth century lori watt analyzes how the human remnants of empire those who were
moved and those who were left behind served as sites of negotiation in the process of the jettisoning of the colonial project
and in the creation of new national identities in japan through an exploration of the creation and uses of the figure of the
repatriate in political social and cultural realms this study addresses the question of what happens when empire comes
home

When Empire Comes Home
2020-03-17

ピューリッツァ賞ジャーナリストによる戦争論

戦争の甘い誘惑
2003-03

the final book in cynthia s war at home series pack up your troubles is available to pre order now always a stay up all night
read with cynthia harrod eagles fabulous series of books this author never disappoints i love cynthia harrold eagles
historical novels in 1918 the great war has taken so much from so many and it threatens to take even more still from the
hunters their friends and their servants edward in a bid to run away from problems at home decides not to resist
conscription and ends up at the front sadie s hopes for love are unrequited and laura has to flee artemis house when it is
shelled and she finds herself in london driving an ambulance ethel the nursery maid masks her own pain by caring for
other people s children but she must take care not to get too attached the government has to bring in rationing and
manpower shortages means the conscription age is extended the russians have fallen out of the war and a series of
terrifying all out attacks drive the allies back almost to the channel and for the first time england faces the real prospect of
defeat no one can see an end to the war and yet a small glimmer of hope remains when the boys come home is the fifth
book in the war at home series by cynthia harrod eagles author of the much loved morland dynasty novels set against the
real events of 1918 at home and on the front this is a vivid and rich family drama featuring the hunter family and their
servants

Till the Boys Come Home
2018-06-28

war can ruin a man but love heals all woundsafter win returns from a german pow camp during the great war josephine is
shocked by how much he has changed the joy they once shared together soon turns to loss and heartache josephine is
crushed at the toll the war took on him and their life together when she learns that she is expecting a child she begins to
overcome the sadness she has endured their precious child fills winthrop manor with happiness until a frightening change
overcomes estelle which no one is able to understand this novel has a bit of everything grief loss sorrow an inordinate
amount of abuse family disarray and at long last love throughout the twists and turns of this engaging tale fear about the
beginning of world war ii also faces winthrop manor war comes home to winthrop manor is a continuation of mary
christian payne s recently released historical romance novel winthrop manor

War Comes Home to Winthrop Manor
2018-05-15

a glimpse into desperate daily life in the prison camps of java burma and thailand during world war ii
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Four Thousand Bowls of Rice
1993

what was it like living in a small sleepy southern town when the war suddenly arrived on the doorstep 150 years ago th ese
are the stories of residents from various walks of life and the struggles they face as the union s peninsula campaign
deploys forces to fort monroe engages just east of williamsburg then continues on to richmond as their battle cry went for
example william mary students like th omas barlow face life changing decisions to return home or enlist with his
classmates some of them would become heroes but many more casualties slaves like w b nelson must decide as well should
he remain with his master or runaway while some remain many become contrabands and later freedmen and colored
troops politicians like benjamin butler of boston are given the rank of major general despite the lack of any military
experience while general george b mcclellan who despised president lincoln and washington politics later runs for national
offi ce neither transformation is particularly successful williamsburg residents like shopkeeper william w vest and family
must decide between fl eeing as refugees or staying like william peachy lawyer to endure federal occupation williamsburg
s women like letitia tyler semple lead efforts to improve soldier medical care opening their homes to thousands of wounded
others like mary payne persevere to be at her husband s bedside while miss margaret durfey falls in love with her patient

Civil War Comes Home
2012-07-24

a personal and moving coming of age story set against the backdrop of the first world war life in endstone changes for ever
when war is declared against germany and ellie s dad leads the village men including her best friend jack s older brother
will to volunteer for the army ellie is distraught by her dad s sudden call to arms and feels even worse that she s left with
her difficult mother it doesn t help that jack s so excited by the war and has no idea how she feels at least it ll all be over by
christmas and life can return to normal

Come Home Soon
2014-07-03

when a man running for minor office in brooklyn asks if the united states should limit islamic presence inside its borders
troubled citizens rush to acclaim him and push the issue his wife wants to use the spotlight to promote anti war and
environmental aims but dreads public notice of herself and her children a young reporter becomes involved in the
thickening plot as bombs shake america and flames engulf a major city the country wonders if we can retain cherished
traditions in an open society is it inevitable that the nation will be plagued with internal war

Created of Fire
2006-04

in 1918 the great war has taken so much from so many and it threatens to take even more still from the hunters their
friends and their servants edward in a bid to run away from problems at home decides not to resist conscription and ends
up at the front sadie s hopes for love are unrequited and laura has to flee artemis house when it is shelled and she finds
herself in london driving an ambulance ethel the nursery maid masks her own pain by caring for other people s children
but she must take care not to get too attached the government has to bring in rationing and manpower shortages means
the conscription age is extended the russians have fallen out of the war and a series of terrifying all out attacks drive the
allies back almost to the channel and for the first time england faces the real prospect of defeat no one can see an end to
the war and yet a small glimmer of hope remains when the boys come home is the fifth book in the war at home series by
cynthia harrod eagles author of the much loved morland dynasty novels set against the real events of 1918 at home and on
the front this is a vivid and rich family drama featuring the hunter family and their servants

Till the Boys Come Home
2018-09-04

the bluesuit chronicles is a fast paced historical crime fiction series based on actual events the setting is in the troubled
1970 s when returning vietnam vets find a different america than the one they left and become police officers the war
comes home is the first book in the series action romance mystery and political intrigue are the fabric of the bluesuit
chronicles
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The War Come Home
2014-02

the paucity of scholarly literature on world war ii veteran readjustment might lead one to believe these nearly sixteen
million men and women simply took off their uniforms after the war and reintegrated into society with ease mark d van ells
path breaking work is the first serious analysis of the immense effort that was required to avoid the potential social decay
so often associated with veteran reintegration to hear only thunder again explores the topical issues of educational health
employment housing medical and personal readjustment faced by veterans while continuously situating these issues
against the backdrop of society s political response never before or since had americans taken such a keen interest in
veterans affairs while post world war ii america was spared the problem of veteran unemployment and while veterans were
not associated with crime and political disorder as had often been the case after world war i the package of readjustment
benefits devised that allowed for such a smooth transition was extremely expensive veterans of later wars never received
as much assistance and consequently experienced more difficulty returning to civilian life van ells work ensures that these
lessons of the second world war are not entirely lost to hear only thunder again provides an unprecedented exploration of a
period largely neglected by military historians

The Bluesuit Chronicles
2001

three australian brothers grow up on a farm and enlist to fight for their country during world war ii they head overseas and
face the horror of war on three battlefronts ron 29 is shot on a beach in singapore as he runs at the invading japanese
troops firing a machine gun from his hip len 26 screams in agony as he s cut down by a sniper in the jungle of new guinea
in a battle that will determine the future of australia john 19 parachutes towards enemy territory in the middle of the night
after his aircraft explodes during a battle with german fighters will any of them survive and make it home this is their story
john haynes aged 19 letter home to his family 1942 i only wish i could see you all again i know it s hard to keep your spirit
up i m looking forward to the day when this cursed war is over and the three of us can come home again i can t say much
more but please look after yourselves and don t worry about me because i ll be back

To Hear Only Thunder Again
2020-09-25

this is the ukrainian translation of when war comes home by chris adsit and rahnella adsit c 2008

When the Three of Us Come Home Again
2023-02-05

ソ連では第二次世界大戦で100万人をこえる女性が従軍し 看護婦や軍医としてのみならず兵士として武器を手にして戦った しかし戦後は世間から白い目で見られ みずからの戦争体験をひた隠しにしなければならなかった 500
人以上の従軍女性から聞き取りをおこない戦争の真実を明らかにした ノーベル文学賞作家の主著 解説 澤地久枝

When War Comes to Home
1898

ヒューゴー賞 ネビュラ賞 ローカス賞 英国ＳＦ協会賞受賞 時空の覇権を争う二大勢力 エージェンシー と ガーデン の工作員レッドとブルーは 幾多の時間線での戦いを経てお互いを意識し 秘密裏に文通する関係になるが 超絶技巧
の時空横断ＳＦ

The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine
2016-02-16

the vietnam war left fewer americans missing in action than any major military conflict in history yet it resulted in the most
comprehensive costly and controversial effort to account for missing soldiers in the history of human warfare this
dissertation seeks to explain the unprecedented national commitment to account for missing americans after the vietnam
war and to establish its political cultural and diplomatic repercussions through an examination of its most tangible
manifestation the recovery of american remains from southeast asia
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戦争は女の顔をしていない
2021-06-16

二〇〇四年に発足した反戦イラク帰還兵の会 ivaw イラクからの即時無条件撤退 退役 現役軍人への医療保障その他の給付 イラク国民への賠償 の三つを掲げて行動を開始したivawは 二〇〇八年三月 冬の兵士 と題した公聴
会を開催した 多くの兵士が戦場の実態を告発した その証言をまとめたのが本書である

こうしてあなたたちは時間戦争に負ける
1898

this is story of hope and truth for all who have been touched by war written by alaya a consummate storyteller and author
of wake up to your w hole life and alaya s fables this book was written in direct response to two veterans who came into
alaya s life suffering from ptsd written for you for veterans their wives husbands children brothers sisters aunts uncles
grandparents this is an original and inspired response to their struggles and their longing to return home there are three
main roles in this book soldier who goes to war villagers community members who are left behind and faith leaders who
are the bedrock of the community the story focuses on how these three roles interact in the dance of war and the call to
peace at its heart it addresses two elements the homecoming of the veteran and the root cause of war the reader is invited
into an exploration of two key questions what does it take to truly come home after going to war and what is the root cause
of war itself through story images and imbedded experiences the reader is impacted at deep and profound levels of spirit
mind body and heart illustrated with simple yet potent images the reader s attention is captured by the journey of soldier s
ultimate return home and the unveiling of the key to peace that all faith leaders hold offered in the simple form of a story
this tale of solider going to war and the villagers left behind will touch deeply into secrets of heart mind and soul readers
of this book will discover surprises of simple truth and profound hope whether you are a veteran suffering from ptsd a
spouse or child or relative of a soldier or a leader of the community concerned for our world at war and its impact your
unique viewpoint is woven with the others to unveil the universal story of all of us at war inside and out revealing how each
of us has played our part in war this book also shows how we can now participate in co creating peace we can hide from
the truth using complexity this book is a blessing to all in its simplicity it allows no place to hide from both the challenges
of authentically returning home and the gifts of understanding that come to us when we stop feel and get fully honest from
the inside out this is not a conceptual discussion of ptsd nor is it a clinical study rather this book approaches ptsd from the
heart and soul of each of us and on behalf of the world at war whether soldier villager or faith leader in truth we all have a
form of trauma wounding due to the amount of war in our world this book offers a simple and holistic response to the
impact of war on us all when one goes to war we all go to war and thus for any homecoming to occur we are all called upon
to take bold actions life is an inside out affair this book weaves both our inner world wars with those external battles
making true and authentic awakening possible war beings within peace begins within awakening begins within this book is
a call to be bold enough and brave enough to face ourselves on behalf of our soldiers our community and the world this
work is inspired in part by the written and proactive work of ed tick of soldier s heart on behalf all veterans as well as his
partner kate dahlstedt founder and director of military families project and by work of patience mason recovering from the
war along with alaya s personal encounters with veterans struggling to come home all the way it rests upon the
philosophical spiritual and psychological integration of alaya s wisdom gained from her over 35 years of teaching coaching
and personal self exploration alaya is a daughter of a veteran who ultimately committed suicide in part due to his war
experiences
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